The problem of characterizing the optimal rate achievable with analog network coding (ANC) for a unicast communication over general wireless relay networks is computationally hard. A relay node performing ANC scales and forwards its input signals. The source-destination channel in such communication scenarios is, in general, an intersymbol interference (ISI) channel which leads to the single-letter characterization of the optimal rate in terms of an optimization problem with nonconvex, non closed-form objective function and non-convex constraints. For a special class of such networks, called layered networks, a few key results and insights are however available.
Abstract-The problem of characterizing the optimal rate achievable with analog network coding (ANC) for a unicast communication over general wireless relay networks is computationally hard. A relay node performing ANC scales and forwards its input signals. The source-destination channel in such communication scenarios is, in general, an intersymbol interference (ISI) channel which leads to the single-letter characterization of the optimal rate in terms of an optimization problem with nonconvex, non closed-form objective function and non-convex constraints. For a special class of such networks, called layered networks, a few key results and insights are however available.
To gain insights into the nature of the optimal solution and to construct low-complexity schemes to characterize the optimal rate for general wireless relay networks, we need (1) network topologies that are regular enough for analysis, yet general enough to capture essential characteristics of general wireless relay networks, and (2) schemes to approximate the objective function in closed-form without significantly compromising the performance. Towards these two goals, this work proposes (1) nonlinear chain networks, and (2) two approximation schemes. We show that their combination allows us to tightly characterize the optimal ANC rate with low computational complexity for a much larger class of general wireless relay networks than possible with existing schemes.
I. INTRODUCTION
In a wireless network, signals transmitted simultaneously by multiple sources add in the air. Each node receives a noisy sum of these signals, i.e. a linear combination of the received signals and noise. A multihop relay scheme where an intermediate relay node merely amplifies and forwards this noisy sum is referred to as Analog Network Coding (ANC) [1] , [2] . Therefore, ANC extends to multihop wireless networks the idea of linear network coding [3] where an intermediate node sends out a linear combination of its incoming packets.
The performance of the analog network coding is considered in [2] , [4] in a special class of relay networks called layered relay networks in the system setting of real channel gains, and full-duplex relays operating under maximum average power constraint. Further, the achievable rate is computed under two assumptions: (A) each relay node scales the received signal to the maximum extent possible subject to its transmit power constraint, (B) the nodes in all but at most one layer operate in the high-SNR regime. It is shown that the rate achieved under these two assumptions approaches network capacity as the source power increases.
In [5] single-letter characterization of the optimal ANC rate in general relay networks is obtained in the aforementioned system setting, but without the aforementioned two assumptions on relay operation. However, the proposed characterization is in terms of an optimization problem which is computa-tionally hard to solve exactly for all but some trivial scenarios. Therefore, in a pursuit of obtaining tight characterization of the optimal ANC rate achievable in general relay networks with low-complexity schemes, in a series of papers [6] - [8] , Agnihotri et al. consider the problem of the optimal ANC rate in general layered networks. The results therein offer a few key insights into the design and operation of low-complexity schemes to compute the optimal ANC rate in such networks. Specifically, [6] shows that in layered networks, the scaling factors for all relay nodes that lead to the optimal ANC rate at the destination can be computed in a layer-by-layer manner. Further, [7] establishes that in the layered networks with only a single layer of relay nodes, the scaling factors that achieve the optimal ANC rate at the destination can be computed in a greedy manner, thus providing an alternate approach to the results in [9] . Finally, [8] shows that in the layered networks deploying only k out of n relays in each layer, k ă n, 1 ă n, leads to significant reduction in the computational complexity of the optimal ANC rate computation with only logarithmic (in n and k) loss in the optimal rate.
We argue that to gain insights into the nature of the optimal solution and to construct low-complexity schemes to characterize the optimal rate for general wireless relay networks, we need to consider (1) network topologies that are regular enough for analysis, yet general enough to capture essential characteristics of general wireless relay networks, and (2) schemes to approximate the objective function in closedform without significantly compromising the performance.
Our main contribution in this paper is twofold. First, we introduce nonlinear chain networks. In the layered networks, the relay nodes between the source-destination pair are arranged in L layers such that the nodes within a layer do not communicate among themselves but communicate only with the nodes in the next layer. This results in all paths from the source to the destination to be of the same length. Assuming identical delays along all links and relay nodes, the signal received at the destination is consequently free from intersymbol interference (ISI). In the general non-layered networks, on the other hand, a relay node can communicate with any subset of the nodes in the network. This results in the source signal reaching the destination via multiple paths of possibly different lengths, causing ISI at the destination among the signals received along multiple paths. The nonlinear chain networks are positioned between these two extremes. In the nonlinear chain networks, the relay nodes between a given source-destination pair are arranged in a linear chain, but each node can communicate with k, 2 ď k ď L, forward nodes. Second, we introduce two schemes to approximate and tightly bound the optimal ANC rate with low computational complexity. These schemes allow us to tightly characterize the maximum ANC rate in a wider class of non-layered networks with polynomial-time complexity that cannot be so addressed using existing approaches.
Organization: In Section II, we introduce nonlinear chain networks as a generalization of linear chain networks and formulate the problem of maximum ANC rate in such networks. Section III introduces two schemes to approximate and bound the optimal ANC rate. Then, in Section IV we illustrate an application of the two schemes for a small nonlinear chain network and characterize a few classes of nonlinear chain networks where the optimal rate can be tightly approximated with polynomial-time complexity. In Section V we evaluate performance of the two schemes in approximating the optimal ANC rate for larger nonlinear chain networks in different SNR regimes. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a pN`2q-layer wireless relay network with directed links as in Figure 1 . The source s is at layer '0', the destination t is at layer 'N`1', and a set R of N relay nodes is arranged in N layers between them. Each node, except the destination t, communicates with k forward nodes, 1 ď k ď N`1. We call such networks as pN, kq nonlinear chain networks. Every node is assumed to have a single antenna and operates in full-duplex mode.
Remark 1: The classical three-terminal relay channel of [10] can be considered as p1, 2q nonlinear chain network and a N relay linear chain network, as discussed in [6] , can be considered as pN, 1q nonlinear chain network.
At instant n, the channel output at node i, i P R Y ttu, is
where x j rns is the channel input of the node j in the neighbor set N piq of node i with |N piq| " minpk, N`1´iq. In (1), h ji is a real number representing the channel gain along the link from the node j to the node i. It is assumed to be fixed (for example, as in a single realization of a fading process) and known throughout the network. The noise process tz i rnsu is a sequence (in n) of i.i.d. Gaussian random variables with z i rns " N p0, σ 2 q. We also assume that z i are independent of the input signal and of each other. The source symbols x s rns,´8 ă n ă 8, are i.i.d. Gaussian random variables with zero mean and variance P s that satisfy an average source power constraint, x s rns " N p0, P s q. We assume that the i th relay's transmit power is constrained as:
In analog network coding each relay node amplifies and forwards the noisy signal sum received at its input. More precisely, a relay node i at instant n`1 transmits the scaled version of y i rns, its input at time instant n, as follows
where P R,i is the power of the signal received at the node i at the instant n.
The input-output channel between the source and the destination for pN, kq chain network is an intersymbol interference (ISI) channel that at instant n is given by (using (1) and (3)):
where K d is the set of d-tuples of node indices corresponding to all paths from the source to the destination with delay d, t N k u ď d ď N . Note that the length of the longest such path is N and the length of the shortest path is t N k u. Similarly, K m,d is the set of d-tuples of node indices corresponding to all paths from the m th relay to the destination with path delay d, D m min " t N´m k u`1 ď d ď D m max " pN´m`1q, 1 ď m ď N . The following lemma computes the number of such paths.
Lemma 1: In a pN, kq nonlinear chain, number of paths from the source s to the destination t with delay d is:
Similarly, number of paths from the m th relay to the destination t with delay d is:
Proof: Omitted for the sake of brevity. Following [5] , introduce modified channel gains as follows. For all the paths between the source s and the destination t:
For all paths between the m th relay, 1 ď m ď N , and t: In terms of these modified channel gains the sourcedestination ISI channel in (4) can be written as:
h m,d z m rn´ds`z t rns (5) Problem Formulation: For a given network-wide scaling vector β " pβ 1 , . . . , β N q, the achievable rate for the channel in (5) with i.i.d. Gaussian input is [5, Lemma 1]:
where with i " ?´1
Hpλq "
The maximum information-rate I AN C pP s q achievable in a given nonlinear chain network with i.i.d. Gaussian input is defined as the maximum of IpP s , βq over all feasible β, subject to per relay transmit power constraint (3). That is:
This problem is computationally-hard for all but some trivial network instances and assumptions on relay operation [5] . However, a closer analysis of nature of the integrand in (6) allows us to express the objective function in closed-form which further allows us to construct low-complexity schemes to closely approximate and tightly bound the solution of (8) for a wider class of networks than hitherto possible. In the next section, we discuss two such schemes.
III. TWO APPROXIMATION SCHEMES
Let the integrand in (6) is denoted as gpλq. Then it can be rewritten as:
where paq follows from substituting the transfer functions in (7) into (6) (for the details, please refer to Appendix B of the longer version of [5] ) and pbq follows from the substitution u " cos λ. Thus (6) can be rewritten as: Lemma 2: f puq ą´1, u P r´1, 1s. Proof: Omitted for the sake of brevity. This lemma implies that the function logp1`f puqq is bounded over the range of integration in (9) . Typical behavior of logp1f puqq in range r´1, 1s is depicted in Figure 2 . This implies that over the range of integration: ‚ Zeroth-order Approximation: logp1`f puqq can be approximated by a straight line passing through rlogp1f p´1qq,´1s and rlogp1`f p1qq, 1s with slope s " 
A. Zeroth-order Approximation of the Optimal ANC Rate
The equation of the straight line passing through the points rlogp1`f p´1qq,´1s and rlogp1`f p1qq, 1s is:
Substituting this in (9) and subsequently substituting the resultant expression in (8), we obtain the zeroth-order approximation of the optimal ANC rate as follows: To compute the first-order approximations of the optimal ANC rate, we need to find two tangents bounding the curve logp1`f puqq in range u P r´1, 1s and passing, respectively, through the points of maximum and minimum of the curve in the range with their slopes equal to the slope s of the zerothorder line. However, as there can be more than two such points where the slope of the curve is equal to the desired slope, we need to systematically search among all such points for the two desired values u max and u min of the integration variable u at which logp1`f puqq attains its maximum and minimum, respectively with slope s. Next we provide an algorithm to compute these upper and lower bounds. Remark 3: Apart from the zeroth and the first order straight-line approximations, the curve logp1`f puqq can be approximated with higher order polynomials. However, it leads, in general, to analytically intractable problems without substantially increasing the accuracy of the approximation. In Figure 3 , the zeroth and first-order approximations of logp1`f puqq in range r´1, 1s are illustrated with respect to one of its typical plots in Figure 2 .
In the next section we illustrate the formalism developed in the last two sections by explicitly working out the major steps for approximating the optimal ANC rate for p2, 2q nonlinear chain network.
IV. EXAMPLE: p2, 2q NONLINEAR CHAINS Consider the nonlinear chain network of Figure 1 . From the source, there are two paths with delay 1 to the destination, namely tps1tq, ps2tqu and only one path ps12tq with delay 2.
For the noise at the input to node 1, there is only one path p1tq of delay 1 to the destination and another path p12tq of delay 2. Similarly, for the noise at the input of node 2, there is only one path p2tq of delay 1.
Therefore, we have the following expressions for the modified channel gains from the source and each relay node to the destination:
In terms of these modified channel gains the sourcedestination ISI channel in (4) can be written as:
s2`h 2 s1 β 2 1 h 2 12 qP s`p 1`β 2 1 h 2 12 qσ 2 For this channel, for a given network-wide scaling factor β " pβ 1 , β 2 q, we have from (6) and (7):
where Hpλq " Substituting these expressions for Hpλq, H 1 pλq and H 2 pλq in the expression for IpP s , βq above, we have:
Zeroth-order Approximation: The equation of the zerothorder straight line approximation of log´C 0`C1u B0`B1u¯i s:
ubstituting this in the above expression for IpP s , βq and then further substituting the resultant expression in (8) , we obtain the following zeroth-order approximation of the optimal ANC rate for p2, 2q chain:
11)
First-order Approximation: Let u max and u min be the values of the integration variable u in the above expression for IpP s , βq such that the function log´C 0`C1u B0`B1u¯a ttains its maximum and minimum values at it, respectively, with slope s. Then, the equation of the tangent that bounds log´C 0`C1u B0`B1uf rom above with the slope s is:
Similarly, the equation of the tangent that bounds log´C 0`C1u B0`B1u¯f rom below with the slope s is:
Substituting y ub puq and y lb puq in the above expression for IpP s , βq and then further substituting the resultant expression in (8) , we obtain respectively the following upper and lower bounds for the optimal ANC rate for p2, 2q chain:
Consider the p2, 2q nonlinear chain with h s1 " h s2 " h s , h 12 " h 1t " h 1 , and h 12 " h 2 , that is, the gains along all outgoing channels for each node are equal. For such a network, the zeroth order approximation to the optimal ANC rate can be computed in polynomial time.
Proof: Given the monotonicity of logp¨q function, the zeroth order approximation to the optimal ANC rate for p2, 2q chain in (11) can be written as:
e can rewrite C 2 0´C 2 1 as:
where gpβq and pB 2 0´B 2 1 q can be proved to be a concave and convex function, respectively. Therefore, we have:
The second term in the right-hand side of the above expression is a concave fractional program and can be efficiently solved in polynomial-time [11] . Corollary 1: Consider the p2, 2q nonlinear chain with h s1 " h s2 " h 12 " h 1t " h 12 " h, that is, the gains along all outgoing channels for all nodes are equal. For such a network, the zeroth order approximation to the optimal ANC rate can be computed in polynomial time.
Corollary 2: Consider the pN, kq nonlinear chain with the gains along all outgoing channels for each node i, i P tsu Ť R, are equal to h i . For such a network, the zeroth order approximation to the optimal ANC rate can be computed in polynomial time.
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of both, the zeroth and first order approximations to the optimal ANC rate for various nonlinear chain networks.
In Figure 4 the optimal rate for p2, 2q nonlinear chain with varying source power P s is plotted along with its zeroth-order approximation and upper and lower bounds as derived in Section IV. It can be observed that the zeroth-order approximation in this case is very accurate and so are the upper and lower bounds which have a gap no more than 0.04 bits/channel use.
In Figure 5 the optimal rates for p3, 2q and p3, 3q nonlinear chains are plotted against the source power P s along with the corresponding zeroth-order straight line approximations. It can be observed that zeroth-order approximation tightly Fig. 4 . Plot of the optimal rate for p2, 2q nonlinear chain with varying source power Ps along with its zeroth-order straight line approximation and firstorder tangent upper and lower bounds. Each data point is averaged over 100 network instances. approximates the corresponding optimal rates within 0.05 bits/channel use.
In Figure 6 the optimal rates for p3, 2q and p3, 3q nonlinear chains with varying source power P s are plotted along with their corresponding upper and lower bounds obtained from the first-order approximations. It can be observed that the gap between the upper and lower bounds is no more than 0.15 bits/channel use.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The problem of characterizing the optimal rate achievable with analog network coding (ANC) for a unicast communication over general wireless relay networks is computationally hard. To gain a better understanding of the problem and to construct low-complexity schemes to characterize the optimal ANC rate for a much wider class of general wireless relay networks, in this paper we propose a twofold approach of nonlinear chain networks and two approximation schemes. This approach leads to polynomial-time tight characterization of the optimal ANC rate for a few classes of non-layered networks which cannot be so addressed using existing schemes. In the future, we plan to construct analytical characterizations for the performance of the two proposed schemes and extend those to general wireless relay networks.
